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If I Disappear

2021-01-26

a slick smart thriller you don t want to miss samantha downing author of my lovely wife every page is packed

with feral tension stephanie wrobel author of the recovery of rose gold an ending you won t see coming louise o

neill author of after the silence chilling bella sera loves true crime podcasts the mysteries become an unlikely

comfort for her and then an obsession so when rachel her favourite podcast host goes missing from a small rural

town in northern california sera decides to act she heads to the isolated ranch where rachel disappeared

determined to discover what s happened to her but the more sera digs into this unfamiliar world the more off

things start to feel because rachel is not the first woman to vanish from the ranch and she won t be the last

rachel did try to warn her a chilling and utterly addictive psychological thriller that will hook you from the first

page and keep you up all night deliciously eerie popsugar must read new york post compulsive atmospheric

katherine st john spellbinding kathleen barber wild thrilling fast paced hello giggles sleek exciting and twisty rene

denfield disquieting and distinctly creepy kirkus a propulsive thrill ride lisa unger clever sinister kimberley belle

genuinely scary andrea bartz

Disappear

2010-02-19

in england newly pregnant seventeen year old hattie and her gin drinking great aunt gloria who s in the early

stages of dementia set out together on a road trip of self discovery gloria to finally confront the secrets of her

past before they re wiped from her memory forever and hattie to face the hard choices that will determine her

future

How Not to Disappear

2017-02-21

a riveting psychological drama that challenges the way we understand others and our own sense of self mia is a

schoolteacher in denmark her husband frederik is the charismatic headmaster of a local private school during a

vacation on majorca they discover that a brain tumor has started to change frederik s personality as it becomes

harder and harder for mia to recognize him she must protect herself and their teenage son from the strange

blunted being who now inhabits her husband s body and with whom she must share her home her son and her

bed when millions of crowns go missing at the private school frederik is the obvious culprit and mia s private

crisis quickly draws in the entire community frederick s new indifference and lack of inhibition rupture long



standing friendships isolating mia and making her question who frederik really is was the tumor already affecting

him during the years they had been so happy together and does it excuse frederik from fraud mia enlists the

help of a lawyer named bernhard whom she meets in a support group for spouses of people with brain injuries

as they prepare frederik s defense the two of them wrestle with the latest brain research the age old question of

free will and their growing attraction to each other jungersen s lithe prose and unexpected plot twists will keep

readers hooked until the very last page

You Disappear

2014-01-07

scotland yard unearths the mysterious disappearance of a wealthy eccentric banker the reason for a dead man

in his bank and the vanishing of the bank s funds the background shifts from the bank to the club and the

missing millionaire s known habits give necessary leads to the unscrambling of the mystery oppenheim continues

to hold up his end kirkus reviews

Sir Adam Disappeared

2019-05-31

the ancient chinese were profoundly influenced by the sun moon and stars making persistent efforts to mirror

astral phenomena in shaping their civilization in this pioneering text david w pankenier introduces readers to a

seriously understudied field illustrating how astronomy shaped the culture of china from the very beginning and

how it influenced areas as disparate as art architecture calendrical science myth technology and political and

military decision making as elsewhere in the ancient world there was no positive distinction between astronomy

and astrology in ancient china and so astrology or more precisely astral omenology is a principal focus of the

book drawing on a broad range of sources including archaeological discoveries classical texts inscriptions and

paleography this thought provoking book documents the role of astronomical phenomena in the development of

the celestial empire from the late neolithic through the late imperial period

The Medical Fortnightly

1896

after more than 30 years anne greves feels compelled to break her silence about her first lover and a

treacherous pursuit across cambodia s killing fields once she was a motherless girl from taciturn immigrant stock

defying fierce opposition she falls in love with serey a gentle rebel and exiled musician she s still only 16 when



he leaves her in their montreal flat to return to cambodia and after a decade without word she abandons

everything to search for him in the bars of phnom penh a city traumatized by the khmer rouge slaughter against

all odds the lovers are reunited and in a political country where tranquil rice paddies harbour the bones of the

massacred anne pieces together a new life with serey but there are wounds that love cannot heal and some

mysteries too dangerous to know and when serey disappears again anne discovers a story she cannot bear

haunting vivid elegiac the disappeared is a tour de force at once a battle cry and a piercing lamentation for truth

for love

Astrology and Cosmology in Early China

2013-10-10

series information from the publisher s author page

Applications of Dynamics to Physics and Chemistry

1888

taking a panoramic view of koreaÕs dynamic literary production in the final decade of japanese rule when the

future disappears locates the imprint of a new temporal sense in korean modernism the impression of time

interrupted with no promise of a future as colonial subjects of an empire headed toward total war korean writers

in this global fascist moment produced some of the most sophisticated writings of twentieth century modernism yi

tÕaejun chÕoe myongik im hwa so insik chÕoe chaeso pak tÕaewon kim namchÕon and o changhwan among

other korean writers lived through a rare colonial history in which their vernacular language was first inducted into

the modern only to be shut out again through the violence of state power the colonial suppression of korean

language publications was an effort to mobilize toward war and it forced korean writers to face the loss of their

letters and devise new creative forms of expression their remarkable struggle reflects the stark foreclosure at the

heart of the modern colonial experience straddling cultural intellectual and literary history this book maps the

different strategies including abstraction irony paradox and even silence that korean writers used to narrate life

within the japanese empire

The Disappeared

2010-01-07

silvia s brother eduardo has disappeared and she won t stop fighting until she finds him norberto the general s

son is just foolish enough to help he ll fall in love with her and then he ll ask his father to set eduardo free at



least that s the premise on which silvia bases her scheme in chapters alternating between silvia s and eduardo s

perspectives acclaimed author gloria whelan gives voice to the families who struggled to survive in 1970s

argentina and to the many who still today remain disappeared

The Disappeared

2015-03-17

this book is a clarion call an urgent alarm it purviews beyond the problem of global unemployment but speaks to

economic and social decisions being made by individuals households companies and governments the author

seeks to find an intricate balance in between all of these at least if a balance was not achievable he seeks to

add his voice as one of those who pulled back the world from extremism this time the focus is on economic

extremism as it pertains to jobs this book tells of the danger of a world where more jobs will disappear than new

ones are created even as population balloons the factors and forces that will lead to the disappearance of jobs

include improved business efficiency what they teach at business schools increased impatience on the part of

entrepreneurs globalization the power of big business to crowd out small ones computerization robotization

among others already these factors are asserting their influence and are giving the runners of economies tough

times the author then advises each of the decision making units on the optimal choices they need to make in

order to survive the current turbulence and possibly the future global meltdown on the whole about 80 90 of jobs

in the world are already in serious jeopardy from these factors it is time to be prepared published by readers are

leaders publishers 234 0 807 085 0159

When the Future Disappears

2014-11-11

the lightning paced fifth novel in the martin beck mystery series by the internationally renowned crime writing duo

maj sjöwall and per wahlöö finds beck investigating one of the strangest most violent and unforgettable crimes of

his career the incendiary device that blew the roof off a stockholm apartment not only interrupted the small

peaceful orgy underway inside it nearly took the lives of the building s eleven occupants and if one of martin

beck s colleagues hadn t been on the scene the explosion would have led to a major catastrophe because

somehow a regulation fire truck has vanished was it terrorism suicide or simply a gas leak and what if anything

did the explosion have to do with the peculiar death earlier that day of a 46 year old bachelor whose cryptic

suicide note consisted of only two words martin beck



The Contemporary Review

1895

the girl that disappears will captivate and inform you about this important and horrible everyday occurrence you

will be struck with the urgency and dark permanence of the topic read and learn all about the darkness that is

prostitution in new york

The Disappeared

2008-06-12

a bold recovery of yiddish anarchist history and literature spanning the last two centuries this fascinating work

combines archival research on the radical press and close readings of yiddish poetry to offer an original literary

study of the jewish anarchist movement the narrative unfolds through a cast of historical characters from the well

known such as emma goldman to the more obscure including an anarchist rabbi who translated the talmud and a

feminist doctor who organized for women s suffrage and against national borders its literary scope includes the

soviet epic poemas of peretz markish the journalism and modernist poetry of anna margolin and the early radical

prose of malka heifetz tussman anna elena torres examines yiddish anarchist aesthetics from the nineteenth

century russian proletarian immigrant poets through the modernist avant gardes of warsaw chicago and london to

contemporary antifascist composers the book also traces jewish anarchist strategies for negotiating surveillance

censorship detention and deportation revealing the connection between yiddish modernism and struggles for free

speech women s bodily autonomy and the transnational circulation of avant garde literature rather than focusing

on narratives of assimilation torres intervenes in earlier models of jewish literature by centering refugee critique

of the border jewish deportees immigrants and refugees opposed citizenship as the primary guarantor of human

rights instead they cultivated stateless imaginations elaborated through literature

Symbolic Logic

1881

in this thought provoking book sociologists gerald e markle and frances b mccrea ask what would happen if

western medicine were to disappear using a rigorous and imaginative method a thought experiment markle and

mccrea evaluate medicine s impact on mortality and our national health they examine various aspects of

medicine such as primary care surgery emergency medicine pharmaceuticals and mental illness treatment and

convincingly point out the problems that health care actually causes supporting their ideas with statistics and

studies from medical and social science literature markle and mccrea argue that the medical model despite its



tremendous budget and hype accomplishes far less than most would think their conclusions should promote

critical review and lively discussion among medical consumers as well as among health care professionals and

policy makers

Disappeared From Her Home; A Novel

2023-10-05

to write about works that cannot be sensually perceived involves considerable strain absent the object art

historians must stretch their methods to or even past the breaking point this concise volume addresses the

problems inherent in studying medieval works of art artifacts and monuments that have disappeared have been

destroyed or perhaps never existed in the first place the contributors to this volume are confronted with the full

expanse of what they cannot see handle or know connecting object histories the anthropology of images and

historiography they seek to understand how people have made sense of the past by examining objects images

and architectural and urban spaces intersecting these approaches is a deep current of reflection upon the

theorization of historical analysis and the ways in which the past is inscribed into layers of evidence that are only

ever revealed in the historian s present tense highly original and theoretically sophisticated this volume will

stimulate debate among art historians about the critical practices used to confront the formative presence of

destruction loss obscurity and existential uncertainty within the history of art and the study of historical material

and visual cultures in addition to the editors the contributors to this volume are michele bacci claudia brittenham

sonja drimmer jaś elsner peter geimer danielle b joyner kristopher w kersey lena liepe meekyung macmurdie

and michelle mccoy

Annual Report (new Series).

1893

jackson s life is perfect he s top of his class wants for nothing and is destined to be part of the leadership that

runs the country but when a violent incident leaves jackson badly beaten and his best friend dead everything

changes suddenly his teachers claim not to know him his records are deleted jackson doesn t exist anymore

dumped in an academy where teachers are kept in cages and being a good fighter is all that matters jackson

realises that to survive he needs to adapt and fast and as he learns the academy s terrible secrets jackson

discovers that his whole life has been based on lies the leadership is corrupt to the core and they re coming after

him but time is running out can jackson destroy the man at the heart of it all before he makes jackson disappear

for good fast paced page turning moving yet with a streak of dark humour fast paced page turning moving yet

with a streak of dark humour the disappeared is a very british dystopia with shades of orwell and huxley



Things to Do...Before Your Career Disappears

2013-09-10

this groundbreaking new book offers a history of welfare an accurate portrayal of welfare recipients and an

understanding of the diverse characteristics of lone mother headed families affected by welfare reform through

detailed research award winning author kenneth j neubeck offers a unique comparison of other industrialized

nation s welfare policies compared to ours and presents a new argument for curtailing the end of welfare as we

know it the case for respecting economic human rights

The Fire Engine that Disappeared

2010-12-08

the international phenomenon that has sold more than two million copies if cats disappeared from the world now

a japanese film is a heartwarming funny and profound meditation on the meaning of life this timeless tale from

genki kawamura producer of the japanese blockbuster animated movie your name is a moving story of loss and

reconciliation and of one man s journey to discover what really matters most in life the young postman s days

are numbered estranged from his family and living alone with only his cat cabbage to keep him company he was

unprepared for the doctor s diagnosis that he has only months to live but before he can tackle his bucket list the

devil shows up to make him an offer in exchange for making one thing in the world disappear the postman will

be granted one extra day of life and so begins a very strange week that brings the young postman and his

beloved cat to the brink of existence with each object that disappears the postman reflects on the life he s lived

his joys and regrets and the people he s loved and lost

The Girl That Disappears: The real facts about the white slave traffic

2022-07-21

disappeared from her home by mrs fred e pirkis when amy warden disappears without a trace her lovers the

muscular frank varley and the aesthete lord hardcastle put aside their differences in their attempts to discover

what has become of her soon old secrets begin to rise inexorably to the surface secrets that will have far

reaching consequences for the warden family disappeared from her home by mrs fred e pirkis this is the first

novel by catherine louisa pirkis best known as the creator of loveday brooke the lady detective disappeared from

her home by mrs fred e pirkis when amy warden disappears without a trace her lovers the muscular frank varley

and the aesthete lord hardcastle put aside their differences in their attempts to discover what has become of her

soon old secrets begin to rise inexorably to the surface secrets that will have far reaching consequences for the



warden family this is the first novel by catherine louisa pirkis best known as the creator of loveday brooke the

lady detective when amy warden disappears without a trace her lovers the muscular frank varley and the

aesthete lord hardcastle put aside their differences in their attempts to discover what has become of her soon old

secrets begin to rise inexorably to the surface secrets that will have far reaching consequences for the warden

family this is the first novel by catherine louisa pirkis best known as the creator of loveday brooke the lady

detective disappeared from her home by mrs fred e pirkis

Horizons Blossom, Borders Vanish

2024-02-06

the mass graves from our long human history of genocide massacres and violent conflict form an underground

map of atrocity that stretches across the planet s surface in the past few decades due to rapidly developing

technologies and a powerful global human rights movement the scientific study of those graves has become a

standard facet of post conflict international assistance digging for the disappeared provides readers with a

window into this growing but little understood form of human rights work including the dangers and sometimes

unexpected complications that arise as evidence is gathered and the dead are named adam rosenblatt examines

the ethical political and historical foundations of the rapidly growing field of forensic investigation from the graves

of the disappeared in latin america to genocides in rwanda and the former yugoslavia to post saddam hussein

iraq in the process he illustrates how forensic teams strive to balance the needs of war crimes tribunals

transitional governments and the families of the missing in post conflict nations digging for the disappeared

draws on interviews with key players in the field to present a new way to analyze and value the work forensic

experts do at mass graves shifting the discussion from an exclusive focus on the rights of the living to a rigorous

analysis of the care of the dead rosenblatt tackles these heady hard topics in order to extend human rights

scholarship into the realm of the dead and the limited but powerful forms of repair available for victims of atrocity

The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of

Science

1869

from pulitzer prize finalist annie jacobsen the untold usa today bestselling story of the cia s secret paramilitary

units surprise your target kill your enemy vanish without a trace when diplomacy fails and war is unwise the

president calls on the cia s special activities division a highly classified branch of the cia and the most effective

black operations force in the world originally known as the president s guerrilla warfare corps sad conducts risky

and ruthless operations that have evolved over time to defend america from its enemies almost every american



president since world war ii has asked the cia to conduct sabotage subversion and yes assassination with

unprecedented access to forty two men and women who proudly and secretly worked on cia covert operations

from the dawn of the cold war to the present day along with declassified documents and deep historical research

pulitzer prize finalist annie jacobsen unveils like never before a complex world of individuals working in

treacherous environments populated with killers connivers and saboteurs despite hollywood notions of off book

operations and external secret hires covert action is actually one piece in a colossal foreign policy machine

written with the pacing of a thriller surprise kill vanish brings to vivid life the sheer pandemonium and chaos as

well as the unforgettable human will to survive and the intellectual challenge of not giving up hope that define

paramilitary and intelligence work jacobsen s exclusive interviews with members of the cia s senior intelligence

service equivalent to the pentagon s generals its counterterrorism chiefs targeting officers and special activities

division s ground branch operators who conduct today s close quarters killing operations around the world reveal

for the first time the enormity of this shocking controversial and morally complex terrain is the cia s paramilitary

army america s weaponized strength or a liability to its principled standing in the world every operation reported

in this book however unsettling is legal

What If Medicine Disappeared?

2014-02-07

on the november day when chiquinho disappeared i wasn t in brasilia he had traveled weeks before and hadn t

even seen the little animal either on arrival or departure during a long stay staying at the st shame now that

chiquinho has disappeared i see the loss the pain of even an unintentional absence i only stopped by there twice

once at night going to the house of nelson pereira de souza the brazilian president of esperanto and another on

a sunday morning on a circular tour of the city to visit walkíria and nabiran but i didn t go to concessa and

chiquinho s house

Destroyed—Disappeared—Lost—Never Were

2022-05-20

a crumbling gothic mansion on a craggy scottish isle a secret meeting among the world s most powerful

underground organizations and lots of bad blood sydney s sent by sd 6 to pose as the heiress of a former ruling

family of romania now mixed up in the black market except instead of collecting intelligence something goes very

wrong one by one people end up disappearing gone vanished when someone is found they re dead will sydney

be the prime suspect or the newest victim



The Disappeared

2013-01-31

book of the disappeared confronts worldwide human rights violations of enforced disappearance and genocide

and explores the global quest for justice with forceful outstanding contributions by respected scholars expert

practitioners and provocative contemporary artists this profoundly humane book spotlights our historic inhumanity

while offering insights for survival and transformation

When Welfare Disappears

2013-10-18

the cold case files will leave you shocked that so many of ireland s evil killers have not been caught but by

outlining the on going work of ireland s cold case detectives this book will also give you hope that these killers

will never be allowed to rest easy and that one day justice will come knocking on their door unsolved the 1981

fatal shooting of lorcan o byrne who was targeted by robbers on the night he was celebrating his engagement

unsolved the murder of grace livingstone who was found shot dead in her malahide home in 1992 unsolved the

abduction and suspected murder of brooke pickard who was last seen in co kerry in 1991 cummins also charts

the re investigation into the first case to be solved by the cold case unit the killing and secret burial of brian

mcgrath in westmeath in 1987

A Treatise on Industrial Photometry with Special Application to Electric

Lighting

1894

instant new york times bestseller this eerie thriller can stand next to shirley jackson s the haunting of hill house

and stephen king s the shining booklist starred review new york times bestselling author megan miranda returns

with a gripping and propulsive thriller that opens with the disappearance of a journalist who is investigating a

string of vanishings in the resort town of cutter s pass will its dark secrets finally be revealed ten years ago

abigail lovett fell into a job she loves managing the passage inn a cozy upscale resort nestled in the north

carolina mountain town of cutter s pass cutter s pass is best known for its outdoor offerings rafting and hiking

with access to the appalachian trail by way of a gorgeous waterfall and its mysterious history as the book begins

the string of unsolved disappearances that has haunted the town is once again thrust into the spotlight when

journalist landon west who was staying at the inn to investigate the story of the vanishing trail then disappears



himself abby has sometimes felt like an outsider within the community but she s come to view cutter s pass as

her home when landon s brother trey shows up looking for answers abby can t help but feel the town closing

ranks and she s still on the outside when she finds incriminating evidence that may bring them closer to the truth

abby soon discovers how little she knows about her coworkers neighbors and even those closest to her megan

miranda brings her best writing to the last to vanish a riveting thriller filled with taut suspense and shocking twists

that will keep you guessing until the very end

If Cats Disappeared from the World

2019-03-12

coroner jenny cooper takes on the corrupt establishment of england s investigative institutions fighting a lone

battle for justice

DISAPPEARED FROM HER HOME By MRS. FRED. E. PIRKIS

2021-01-01

for fans of gone girl and of harlan coben and linwood barclay s domestic suspense a gripping novel by new york

times and usa today bestselling author kevin o brien in which the other woman becomes the prime suspect when

the wife goes missing some nightmares you can t forget from the depths of sleep seattle tv reporter anna malone

awakens to her phone ringing she rarely drinks and this hangover is brutal why can t she shake the feeling that

something terrible happened last night and why can t she recall any of it but even worse what anna does

remember an awkward restaurant meal with her married lover russ knoll and his unsuspecting wife courtney russ

s phone call reveals that courtney is missing and as days go by with no trace he comes under police scrutiny

anna s in the spotlight too thanks to a tv rival with a grudge anna s not proud of her affair but she and russ aren

t bad people they re certainly not the killing kind is the one you can t remember anna already suspected that

courtney a successful charming author might have a darker side is she truly missing perhaps the sudden

disturbances in anna s life aren t accidental after all but no scenario that anna imagines can compare to the

twisted game unfolding around her one chilling piece at a time

Digging for the Disappeared

2015-04-01

a new translation by ritchie robertson cover



Surprise, Kill, Vanish

2019-05-14

the day that Chiquinho disappeared

2017-11-23

Why the Ancient Oracles disappeared?

2003-05-30

Disappeared

2023-05-30

Book of the Disappeared

1875

The Living Age

2012-03-30

Cold Case Files Missing and Unsolved: Ireland's Disappeared

2022-07-26

The Last to Vanish

2011-04-26



The Disappeared

2021-07-27

The Night She Disappeared

2012-04-12

The Man who Disappeared
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